Air Force Network Operations Security Classification
by order of the air force policy directive 13-3 secretary ... - 2. air force network (afnet). afnet, the air
force provisioned portion of the global information grid (gig), is the global connectivity and services, in addition
to c2 of that connectivity and those ser-vices, which enable air force commanders to achieve information and
decision superiority in support of strategic, operational, and tactical ... washington, dc - static.e-publishing
- such as those requiring access to the air force network (afnet), consisting of the non-classified internet
protocol router (nipr) and secret internet protocol router (sipr) networks, must receive initial cybersecurity user
awareness training as a condition of access to an is in department of the air force - federation of
american ... - network (afnet) and af network-secure (afnet-s) are introduced to refer to the air force’s
underlying non-secure internet protocol router network (niprnet) and secure internet protocol router network
(siprnet). this publication applies to all military and civilian af department of the air force headquarters
united states air ... - department of the air force headquarters united states air force washington dc
memorandum for record subject: u.s. air force infrastructure investment strategy (i2s) 1. the foundation of air
force readiness and lethality is an integrated network of resilient installations problem statement: air force
decisions to take risk in ... - sustain installations, the foundation of air force lethality begins with its
integrated network of installations which provide flexibility to mass forces, liency to resi enable freedom of
maneuver, and a footing from which to project decisive combat power in the highly-contested air, space, and
afsc 2e2x1 computer, network, switching and cryptographic ... - 1 computer, network, switching and
cryptographic systems afsc 2e2x1 career field education and training plan part i preface 1. resource
constraints in the air force are impacting the availability of our most valuable resource-- air force user
agreement statement - lajes force support - af 4394, 20090731 air force user agreement statement notice and consent provision 1. name (last, first, middle 2. ssn 4. user signature 5. date (yyyymmdd) 3. status
military civilian contractor by signing this document, you acknowledge and consent that when you access
department of defense (dod) information systems: by order of the air force instruction 33-129 secretary
of ... - the technical network access is covered in afi 33-115 volume i (afi 33-115v1), network management. ...
air force educational institutions will comply with department of defense directive (dodd) 5230.9, clearance of
dod information for public release , april 9, 1996; and afi 35-205, air force by order of the air force
instruction 33-111 secretary of ... - by order of the secretary of the air force air force instruction 33-111 1
june 2001 communications and information telephone systems management opr: hq afca/gclv (cmsgt
mckenzie) certified by: hq usaf/scxx (col pricer) air force certification and accreditation program (afcap
... - recommendations for systems seeking connection to the air force enterprise network (afnet). the aca
provides certification determination recommendations to the af-ca in support of accreditation and connection
decisions, in accordance with the aforementioned references to increase the overall security posture of the is
and the afnet. 1.3.3. glossary - d - doctrine - the term air force information network (afin) operations. (afi
10-1701) deployment order. a planning directive from the secretary of defense, issued by the chairman of the
joint chiefs of staff, that authorizes and directs the transfer of forces between combatant commands by
reassignment or attachment. also called . department of the air force presentation to the subject ... the air force has invested in the creation, fielding and sustainment of seven cyber weapon systems designed
to provide a tiered global defense of the air force information network. we have also fielded defensive cyber
maneuver forces and capabilities to engage u.s. air force - business and enterprise systems is the
information technology (it) leader for the air force (af) community and department of defense (dod), delivering
comprehensive it solutions and providing expert contracting, acquisition and program management support.
00-5-3 - tinker - to 00-5-3 technical manual methods and procedures af technical order life cycle
management (atos-hill) this manual supersedes to 00-5-3, dated 1 april 2015. u.s. air force comply to
connect: understand the requirements - u.s. air force comply to connect: understand the requirements
white paper the need for comply-to-connect solutions evolving continually, the air force network, known as
afnet, is the critical fabric that
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